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The Happy Gardeners of Les Iris du Grand Barbu is located at 1184
Chemin des Breytons in Chabeuil, France. This garden is nestled in gentle hills at the
foot of the Vercors, in Chabeuil, in the Drôme prefecture in south-eastern France.
Free to visitors, one can view the collection of 600 varieties of bearded irises of all
shapes and colours, presented in a garden where you can move around freely, even
taking along a picnic.
Their irises come from the best French, European, American and Australian hybridisers, and from their own creations. May is the best month to visit. One visitor
stated: “The garden is in the heart of nature, at the foot of the Vercors mountain
range. The sheltered setting offers a breathtaking view, with the Ardèche region on
the horizon. A superbly and tastefully appointed, peaceful garden where everything
is beautiful. The welcome by the gardeners is warm, kind and the host, Daniel,
enthusiastically and generously shares his passion for irises.”
Front cover: In shades of peach and medium violet Keith Keppel’s tall bearded iris
‘Florentine Silk’ (2004) is complemented by the hint of blue-violet in the pastel
tones of Paul Black’s Tall bearded iris ‘Face of An Angel’ (2007, Standards light icy
blue; style arms light blue; falls blue white).
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President’s Patch
Hello Everyone,
As I sit and write this in the middle of July, I think that I must be
getting old for I seem to be feeling the cold more this past winter, yet
they are saying that it has been the warmest June in years!
I also find that I am particularly looking forward to Convention, to
seeing gardens and multiple irises in bloom, to seeing old friends and
meeting new ones.
Currently I am also enjoying the hellebores (winter roses),
the odd jonquil, deciduous daphne, winter sweet and Iris
unguicularis (or Winter Iris – see right). These are all a
welcome sign that spring is coming.
I can only express again my sincere thanks to Lyn and
Merv Stockley for their generous support to the Society in
conducting the Seed Pool for so many years. I am now
particularly grateful to the Mid North Iris Group who have
chosen to take on this task for the Society.
For those who are interested in photography, do get out
and take some photos this spring and summer. Look in the Working Handbook or
Policies and Procedures for the criteria for the Cook Photographic Award or the Paul
Richardson Photographic Award and don’t hesitate to enter.
We need more judges. To sit the short exam, you must have attended three judging
workshops either at Convention or a regional workshop taken by a Senior Judge. All
questions for the exam are in the judge’s handbook which is available from our
Treasurer.
The newly-planted garden in Queens Park in Invercargill of spurias, Siberians, species
and Japanese irises has grown well this last summer and I find that I will need to shift six
or seven plants to give them more room. I decided to use the above beardless irises as
the upkeep of bearded iris where they were growing was hard as they were not getting
enough sunshine in the summer. It was a waste of time and energy as they did not
flower well. Also, it was not a good advertisement for growing bearded iris. Some of the
tall beardeds were shifted to the Perennial Walk which gets a lot more sun.

Happy gardening everyone and look forward to the reticulatas coming soon in the spring.
Just a thought.
They say:
That a weed is only a plant in an undesirable location.
If a weed flourishes in your garden without any care,
desirable plants will do just as well,
And with care, a great deal better.
Best wishes,
Marilyn
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Internet Resources for Irisarians
by Beth Conrad, Nelson
For those members with internet access, there is a plethora of
information available on our favourite iris and iridaceaerelated plants. Many an hour can be spent searching for
gorgeous photos and specialist knowledge on how to grow particular irises. Here’s my pick of the bunch:
I should start off by promoting our very own New Zealand Iris Society website
located at https://nziris.org.nz/ It has been revamped in recent years and is a credit
to those involved.
There is also a public NZ Iris Society Facebook page which can be joined by anyone. Its purpose is to discuss irises
primarily in New Zealand and encourage
others to join our society. It is not for buying or selling irises and if you want to do
that, there is a private group called Irises
in NZ - Buy, Sell or Exchange. Maggie
Asplet is the administrator of both
these Facebook groups.
Most countries have their own
national iris society webpage. The
Canadian Iris Society at
https://www.cdn-iris.ca/ has an
array of interesting articles, including germinating seed and the
beneficial effects of alfalfa on irises, which I had not heard of before.
The American Iris Society Iris
Encyclopaedia is my “go-to” for information about specific irises and iris identification once a possible name has been suggested for a NOID iris. Their web address is
https://wiki.irises.org/Main/WebHome
However, if you are looking for specific images of an iris, I find the easiest way to
track down photos on their wiki is to type into Google or other search engine, e.g.
“ais wiki iris Indian Chief”, replacing the name of the iris (in my case ‘Indian Chief’)
with whatever you are looking for. That way results from the American Iris Society’s
iris wiki are at the top of the returned search results.
Not only are the rest of the American Iris Society’s webpages a veritable treasure
trove of images, on the left-hand side of their home page is an index including gems
such as old iris catalogues, hybridiser biographies, popularity polls and more
besides.
Other sub-groups of the American iris Society have their own webpages, including
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SIGNA (Species Interest Group of North America) at http://www.signa.org/index.pl?
Intro and HIPS (Historical Iris Preservation Society) at https://www.historiciris.org/
If you are interested in “how-to” videos head to YouTube where you can view demonstrations on topics such as iris hybridisation or division, or just view gardens with
sumptuous iris in full flower. In the search bar on the YouTube webpage, type in iris
and then whatever topic you are interested in. I was awestruck by the video filmed
by a drone flying over Schreiner’s iris fields in full bloom. The scale of their iris fields
is amazing. Schreiner’s also has a webpage at https://www.schreinersgardens.com/
I’ve also enjoyed looking at Sissinghurst and their array of irises on YouTube.
Not strictly a dedicated iris resource, I subscribe to The Middle Sized Garden, a
YouTube channel set up by Alexandra Campbell. There are lots of interesting short
videos uploaded each week and with over 82,000 subscribers to her channel, there
are plenty of others enjoying them too. Search https://www.youtube.com/ and then
type in the Middle Sized Garden.
Another overseas based webpage is Marty Shafer and Jan Sacks Joe Pye Weeds
Garden at http://www.jpwflowers.com/ It is a no-frills website where photos of their
hybridising of beardless irises can be enjoyed. Sadly, it is very difficult and expensive
to import irises from overseas now, but the internet is a great way to see the developments in irises in other parts of the world.
And finally, please support our members who are selling irises commercially. Their
contact details, including their website addresses will be found elsewhere in this
Bulletin on pp. 36–37, so I will not repeat them here. They are a reliable, quality
source of named irises already established to suit NZ conditions.
My best pdf book find on the internet is Irises – A Complete Encyclopaedia by Claire
Austin. Include in your internet search terms the book’s name, author and .pdf and
for me it is the first item located. Packed full of photos and useful advice, it covers
all types of bearded iris as well as beardless, bulb type irises and includes ideas for
mixed borders using irises, shady garden irises.
And, yes, Claire is the daughter of world-renown
rosarian David Austin.
TradeMe and Bookfinder are two good websites to
use to find old iris-related books.
The late Terry Johnson’s Heritage Iris blog is still
available to view at http://
historiciris.blogspot.com/ Terry ruffled a few
feathers during his lifetime, but his New Zealandfocused blog of irises and their catalogue descriptions has left an impressive record for us to enjoy.
I appreciate that not everyone has access to the
internet, but if you are interested in finding out
more, your local library is sure to have computers
that are freely available and helpful librarians to
assist you.
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Intermediate Bearded ‘Paul and Mary'
by the late Terry Johnson
Bred in New Zealand by the late Paul Richardson of Upper
Hutt, ‘Paul and Mary' was registered by his wife Mary in his
memory. Paul was a past officeholder and stalwart of the
New Zealand Iris Society.
‘Paul and Mary' is an intermediate bearded plicata iris in
which the pollen parent has dominated the form and colouration of the bloom. Having good increase as a plus, it quickly makes a stunningly floriferous display. Blooms are
subject to slight sun fade which is overcome by its bold
colouration and waxy petals also making the blooms long
lasting. The overall effect is a bright clump that has an airbrushed, fade effect. Branching is good and well spaced. A child of the sixties with Wilma
Greenlee's 1968 ‘Snow Cherries’ (a white ground, rose-red intermediate plicata) as the
pod parent and ‘Wild Ginger’ (1960, Jim Gibson's tall bearded classic ginger brown and
creamy white plicata of good form) providing the pollen.
A big tip of the hat goes to Mary Richardson for her detailed colouration description
included in the registration which made the initial identifying of ‘Paul and Mary’ just a
whole lot easier:
PAUL AND MARY (Paul Richardson, deceased, by Mary Richardson, R. 2002). IB, (66cm),
ML. S. soft greyed yellow (RHS 162B); F. white, deeper yellow (162A) border lightly dotted
golden buff (164B); beards bright yellow to orange. ‘Snow Cherries’ X ‘Wild Ginger’.
This iris is very welcome to bloom in my garden any time and I would be more than proud
to say I owned it. The more pleasing aspect is that after eight years from its registration,
New Zealand gardeners finally get to see another iris of pure class. I guess as the old saying goes: "the cream will always rise to the top".

Notice of Annual General Meeting 2021
to be held on SUNDAY 14th NOVEMBER at 9:00 a.m.
in the Oak Room of the RSA, Cameron Road, Greerton, Tauranga.
All enquiries should be sent to the Secretary:

Christina Braybrook, 497E Joyce Road, RD3 Tauranga 3173
or emailed to: nzis.secretary@gmail.com
(07) 543 1128
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Are you thinking about hybridising irises this spring?
by Marilyn Fleming
This segment is for a newbie who is starting out. We now have more modern irises
coming into the country via some very generous people from overseas and members
hybridising overseas, so now we have a wider iris base from which to choose.
Why we should hybridise irises:

To look for distinct improvement of the parent plants.

To extend the bloom season to have flowers earlier or later.

You will be looking for better growth, bud count and disease resistance.

Sometimes the bees know a thing or too that we don’t.

Seeds could take two to five years to come to bloom.

Other things to look out for when choosing what to hybridise are reblooming
and new colour patterns.

It might be ‘hit and miss’ at first, but you will have fun along the way.

Please don’t be disheartened if you don’t achieve immediately what you have
in mind. Hybridising is a progressive process that could take eight to 12 years.







The practical part of hybridising is to ask yourself: How much room do I have
to raise seed and then plant out the seedlings?
Later comes the tough one: What do I keep from my seedlings? (Remember
that only unique irises should be kept and you need to be ruthless and
discard most of your seedlings.)
Becoming a judge with the NZIS helps you make some decisions.
You will also need to be prepared to keep records of your crosses, do not rely
on your memory. There is a lot more that comes into this and I am only just
touching the surface.
Even though it may take a while, please GIVE IT A GO.

Hybridising Tall Bearded Iris
by Lyn Chappell, NZIS Nomenclature Registrar
Parts of an iris flower
There are many parts to an iris flower, but there are only two main
parts that you need to know in order to be able to successfully cross
pollinate one. They are:
•
The stamen, which contains the pollen (- see photo p. 9).
•
The stigmatic lip, to where the pollen will be transferred.

The stamen has pollen on just one side, that is the side to apply to
stigmatic lip. Some varieties of iris produce stamens that have little or no pollen. You
can still use those flowers as pod parents, but not as pollinating parents.
8
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Removing the stamen
The first step, is to remove the stamen bearing
pollen from the flower to be used as the pollinating
parent. Forceps or tweezers will work fine. Use
older flowers with well established pollen on
stamens. Clip the stamen off at the base below the
pollen with your tweezers.
Applying the pollen
Choose a NEW flower to receive the pollen. The
best time to pollinate your flower is early in the
morning before bees become too active. This helps
reduce the chance of cross pollination by bees. Also you will find also that the sticky
top of the stigmatic lip can dry out after a few hours and cross will not ‘take’.
Choose your pod parent (flower to receive the pollen) and use your tweezers to transfer pollen from the stamen of your chosen pollen parent by wiping the pollen from the
stamen onto the sticky TOP of the stigmatic lip, just below the crest of the styles. To
make access to the stigmatic lip easier, you need to peel back the crests just above
the lip, with your free hand. (It’s a bit of a balancing act but you will soon get the hang
of it).
You will be able to see the pollen on the stigmatic lip after transfer. Gently press the
stigmatic lip to the crest to ensure that the pollen adheres well. To increase your
chances of success, you should pollinate each of the flower’s three stigmatic lips.
When this is done – remove the recipient flower’s own stamens to discourage bees
from cross pollinating your flower and spoiling your efforts. When finished, wrap a
coloured freezer twist wire, ribbon, thick coloured knitting wool or small waterproof
label around base of flower.
Record the colour of wire, name of pod parent and name of pollen parent in a journal.
The pod parent (recipient of the pollen) is always written first followed by the name of
the pollen parent. It is essential to keep records for future registration.
Formation of seedpods
Within a week or so, the ovary below the flower begins to
swell and you will know if your attempt was successful (- see
image at left). Leave the pod on the plant until summer to
dry. The pod can be removed from the plant when the top of
pod begins to crack – usually late summer or early in the
new year (– see below right).
Storing and drying the
seeds
The seeds can be
removed from the dried
pods and stored in open
containers to dry, labelled with the parents’ names
for identification. If left in pods or sealed in paper
9
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envelopes at this stage, they can become mildewed. Containers can be covered with
a bit of net curtaining held on by a rubber band to prevent the seeds from spilling
and getting mixed up if a container is accidentally knocked.
Put the seed containers somewhere where they can dry quickly (about three days on
a warm, sunny windowsill) or on top of hot water cylinder. Once seeds are dried, it is
quite safe to store them in sealed envelopes – again with name of pod, pollen
parents, and the year that the seed was pollinated.
Planting the seeds
The seeds can be planted in potting or seed-raising mix in early autumn. I plant mine
in six-cell seed pots. They can take up to 6–8 weeks to germinate, so don’t
despair if they take some time to appear. Water lightly daily or every couple of days
to prevent potting mix from drying out, but do not water heavily. I keep my seedlings
under the cover of a deck roof, facing midday sun to catch some sunshine. It also
means less aphid infestation. This seems to give better than average germination.
When germinated, a weekly feed of liquid rose fertiliser is an additional advantage
for strong, healthy growth. When seedlings are around 7–10cm high, they can be
transplanted into larger pots or the garden.
For colours:
Blues: choose either two blue parents, or one blue
and one white parent.
Reds: can be produced by crossing two red varieties,
or a red and a yellow, a wine and a yellow, or a
copper and a yellow.
Whites: may come from white, blue, or cream
parents.
Tans: are raised from copper and yellow, pale blue
and bronzes, or gold and wine crosses.
To recap:
•
Use an older flower, for fully developed pollen
to pollinate with.
•
Remove the pollen-bearing anthers using tweezers (from the pollen parent)
and wipe pollen across the sticky upper surface on each of the three stigmatic lips on a newly opened flower – just below the style crests of pod parent.
Lightly press the stigmatic lip to the crest to help ensure that the pollen
adheres to the lip.
•
Remove pollen anthers from the flower just pollinated to prevent insects from cross-pollinating.
•
Mark the flower with coloured wire ties (or
threads) and record the pod parent, pollen parent, date
and colour of wire for identification (record pod parent
first). If successful, the new pods will begin to form
within 1–2 weeks.
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Growing Irises from Seed
by Tom L. Waters, Scientist at Los Alamos
National Laboratory, New Mexico, USA
We usually propagate irises by division: digging up a large
clump, breaking apart the individual rhizomes, and replanting.
This method is easy, and because most irises increase rapidly,
within a few years you will have plenty of them. This article is
about a different way of propagating irises: planting seeds. This is a
process that has some challenges, but also has some wonderful
rewards. If you've never thought about growing irises from seeds or have wondered
about it but are unsure how to start, read on!
Why?
If you are hybridizing, you will necessarily be growing irises from seed. Hybridizing
refers to cross-pollinating irises to produce new varieties. When you cross two different
irises, the result is a pod of seeds. Each of the seedlings will grow into a new individual,
not exactly like any other iris. Propagating by division only creates exact copies of the
original plant, whereas propagation from seed creates brand new plants, sometimes
different from either parent. Even if you are not intending to embark on serious hybridizing program to create new varieties to sell commercially, making crosses and raising
seedlings can be fun and interesting.
But hybridizing is not the only reason that you might want
to raise irises from seed. Some types of irises may just
not be obtainable from commercial growers as plants,
but you may be able to acquire seeds from a collector or
from a seed exchange. This is especially true of iris
species, the wild irises from different parts of the world.
It can be very difficult to import live plants from other
countries, but importing seeds is usually much easier.

I've gotten seeds of iris species from collectors in the
Above: Woohoo! Newly arrived
Czech Republic and from seed exchanges run by the
Species Iris Group of North America (SIGNA), the British seed packs ready for planting.
Iris Society (BIS), the Scottish Rock Garden Club (SRGC), and the North American Rock
Garden Society (NARGS). Although the seedlings from a given offering of species seeds
will all be different, in subtle or obvious ways, they will all still be plants of that named
species, unless the person providing the seed misidentified the plant, or unless it was
accidentally cross-pollinated by a different species growing nearby.
Growing irises from seeds also has some other advantages: you get a wide variety of
different plants, so you can choose the ones that do best in your climate or whose
appearance you prefer. Growing from seed is also a way to eliminate virus infection,
should that be a problem.

Finally, growing irises (or any plant) from seeds is a very satisfying experience. It
connects you with the whole process of growth, from its very beginning. There's nothing
quite like seeing the first bloom of a plant you've grown from seed yourself.
11
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How?
The process of growing irises from seeds is not (usually) very
difficult, but it does require patience and attention to factors that
you might not have considered if your only experience of raising
plants from seeds is growing vegetables or annuals. There have
been many articles written on special ways to grow iris seeds; you
can find a number of them on the web. I am not going to suggest
one particular method as superior, but just give you an overview
of the basics, so that you can get started and learn what works for
you.
Right: Seeds planted into pots sunk in the ground with
gravel on top which protects from both washout and
animal interference.
There are two requirements for germinating iris seeds:
1.
They must experience several months of cold temperatures, followed by a warming period.
2.
They must have adequate moisture.
The simplest way to meet these two requirements is to plant the
seeds outdoors in the autumn or early winter, and let nature take its course – assisting
with supplemental water if natural precipitation is insufficient. Seeds can be planted
straight in the soil or in pots sunk into the ground or just left on a porch or in a cold
frame. A planting depth of 1 cm is suitable for most seeds. Germination usually occurs
around the time of iris bloom in the spring.

Some growers prefer to give the seeds their cold treatment ("stratification") indoors, by
putting the seeds in bags with slightly moist vermiculite, perlite or other sterile medium
and refrigerating them for 60 days or more. The advantage of indoor stratification is
greater control over the conditions, and the possibility of getting germination a few
months earlier. The disadvantage is that you need to be prepared to grow on the seedlings indoors under grow lights for some time, until they are ready to be hardened off
and planted outdoors.
I prefer the outdoor method, as it is less bother and easier to manage with large
numbers of seedlings. If I had an extra refrigerator to use for seeds, I might prefer
indoor germination.
Whatever method is used to germinate the seeds, they should be transplanted to a
semi-permanent seedling bed outdoors when they have at least three leaves. Some
may bloom a year later. The year after that, most should bloom and you can decide
which ones to keep and which to discard.
The reason the period of cold temperature is needed is
that irises, like many perennials from temperate climates,
cannot easily survive a winter while still small seedlings.
When germination occurs in the spring, rather than in the
fall, the young plants have the best possible chance of
survival. In contrast, most annuals are fast-growing, opportunistic plants that can
Right: Newly sprouted seedlings.
grow, flower and
12
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produce seed whenever there is a few months of warm weather.
Dormancy
Even if the requirements above are met, not all the seeds will sprout the first year. With
garden variety bearded irises, the percentage will usually be more than 50%, and can
approach 100%. Most of the remainder will sprout the following year. At the other
extreme, aril irises may sprout a few at a time over a period of 10 years or more. Why is
this? It is nature's "insurance policy" against calamities and harsh conditions of various
sorts. If all seeds sprouted at the same time, a drought, flood, fire or other disaster
could destroy the whole population. By having the seeds sprout over the course of
several years, it is virtually guaranteed that some will survive.
For the gardener, however, such protracted dormancy is a frustration. Few of us want
to wait a decade for the seeds we plant to sprout! In irises, dormancy has at least two
causes: the hardness of the seed coat, which makes it mechanically difficult for the
seedling to emerge, and chemical germination inhibitors inside the seed itself. In
nature, the action of water and the cycles of freezing and thawing serve to gradually
weaken the seed coat and to leach away the chemical inhibitors.
Some growers have success by planting seed fresh, before it has a chance to dry out.
For some types, at least, this can bypass dormancy and result in immediate germination. Of course, one then needs a way to care for the seedlings over winter.
A variety of techniques are used to overcome dormancy artificially. One can attempt to
leach out the germination inhibitors by prolonged soaking or use of running water. One
can overcome a hard seedcoat by abrasion or chipping (cutting away the seedcoat to
expose the embryo). This "forced germination" procedure is often recommended for
difficult oncocyclus seeds. The ultimate procedure is to excise the embryo under sterile
conditions, and germinate it on a nutrient agar medium. This "embryo culture" can be
used to germinate seeds that will not germinate any other way, but it is very demanding work and the young seedlings are very vulnerable.
Whether you choose to use any of these techniques for overcoming dormancy will
depend on whether the basic method is giving adequate germination for the types of
seeds you grow. I think the best advice is to try natural germination first, and then
move on to progressively more invasive and difficult techniques if you need to.
The Pay-off
I encourage everyone to trying growing irises from seeds at least once, whether it's
making a cross or two in your own garden or ordering a packet of seeds from a seed
exchange. It's an adventure, and the first bloom of an iris you've raised from seed yourself makes it all worth the wait!
Below are three photos of seedlings from the same cross, arilbred 'Aztec Prince’
(Tasco, 2009) X Iris pumila.
Reprinted with permission
from the AIS blog ‘World of
Irises’.
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Iris Exhibition in the Apothecary Garden
by Vladimir Miklin, Russia
The Apothecary Garden in Moscow was founded by Emperor Peter I in 1706. It was his
idea that the Botanical Garden grow medicinal herbs for use by chemists, that’s how it
got the name “Apothecary Garden”. At first the owner of the Garden was the Apothecary
Order, then the Moscow Hospital and, at the end of 18th century, the Medical-Surgical
Academy. In 1805, the Apothecary Garden was bought by the Imperial Moscow
University for 11,000 silver rubles. At the time of purchase, the collection of medicinal
herbs had been greatly increased with various botanical rarities and that was the basic
aim for the acquisition of the Garden.

In 1950, the University transferred the Garden to a new area on the Lenin Hills and so
the Apothecary Garden became a branch of the Botanical Garden of M.V. Lomonosov
Moscow State University. Nowadays the greenhouses of the Apothecary Garden are
opened for the visitors every day all the year round.
The complex includes palm, succulent, subtropical, Victorian and collectors’ greenhouses. The Palm Greenhouse was established in 1891. There are about 1200 species,
varieties, sorts and forms of tropical plants. Great pride is felt for the age-old palms
which have almost reached in height the roof of new greenhouse. They are admirable
and of particular interest for visitors. Among the rare and heritage-listed palms are two
15-metre specimen of Howea forsteriana (– narrow, endemic palms from Lord Howe
Island, located between Australia and New Zealand in the Tasman Sea). At the weekends, about 8.5 thousand people can visit the metropolitan Apothecary Garden and
that’s really a lot for the place with an area of 6.5 ha.
Right: Main entrance to the
Apothecary Garden in Moscow.
From 14–20 June 2021, one of
the largest peonies and iris
exhibitions in Russia was held in
the botanical section of the
Apothecary Garden. The Russian
Iris Society (RIS) has been actively taking part in iris exhibitions in
the Apothecary Garden since
2019. (Note: In 2020 the exhibition was not held due to COVID19. Iris exhibitions were cancelled all around Europe, but communication with the members of the Iris Society
continued via the internet, such as with Great Britain.)
The visitors were able to see the latest advances in hybridising from throughout the
world. Visitors can compare the represented varieties for decorativeness, choose their
favourites, get professional advice through consultation in the selection of resistant
varieties as well as in growing and using plants in designing a garden.
14
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Flower growers pay great attention to testing new
varieties from around the world under the
conditions of Moscow suburbs, so guests can see
both more resistant, well-proven varieties and the
latest selection, showing fashion trends in the
world of irises. An RIS information board is
positioned next to each iris exhibit (- see above).

The infinite beauty of forms fills iris lovers with excitement and wonder. Tall stalks,
gorgeous iris petals gleam with iridescent shine. Endlessly inimitable colouration of
iris petals takes us to the world of fantasy and beyond even into outer space far
away from the fuss and concerns of our everyday lives. (See left)
Irises are amazing creations of nature and man-made
selection, they are graceful, lovely, perfect with their
remarkable fragrance. (- see below)
The Moscow Flower Growers Club in Moscow consists
of 10 sections in different areas of ornamental flowergrowing, such as “Irises”, “Peonies”, “Bulbous,
primroses and open
ground orchids”,
“Phlox” and other
plants.
The sections are
organised according
to the interests of a
flower-growers
group in one or
another flower
culture or applied
garden art, arrangement or design. The Iris section includes a lot of
members who are in the Russian Iris Society. They
organise their own iris exhibitions in the Palm
Greenhouse at the Apothecary Garden.

15
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Left: Exterior view of
the Palm Greenhouse.
The Moscow Flower
Growers Club
displayed a diversity
of tall TB irises varieties at the iris exhibition in the Apothecary Garden. All the
colour intensity,
variety of sizes if irises (from dwarfs to
medians to tall
beardeds) were represented at the exhibition display (- see below).

Dozens of lovely iris varieties were brought over to the flower exhibition from the
Apothecary Garden and put in vases on long tables. The visitors just froze in awe in
front of some flowers, examining every petal. Mother Nature must just laugh with
delight at the flowers now available to the modern gardener!
During the Exhibition, one could see unique examples. The iris and peony blooms in
the exhibition were frequently refreshed. There were over 200 irises varieties
displayed and over 300 peony varieties of early, middle and late flowering times,
which fluently follow one after the
other with bloom. (- see left)
A mirror-like channel pond with a
fountain where Koi carp
(Japanese ornamental fish) swim
greets visitors on arrival at the
Apothecary Garden. (- see p. 17)
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Left: The reflective pond.
The new buildings of the Botanical Garden
create a welcoming atmosphere for
visitors (- see photos below).
As the oldest botanical garden in Russia,
the Botanical
Garden of
Moscow State
University’s
Apothecary
Garden is a
monument in
Moscow’s history
and culture and it
is the most wellgroomed, photogenic, conveniently located and
enjoyable garden
in the capital.

Seeds Available at the Convention Auction 2021
From Chad Harris, USA:
Ensata:
•
‘Stella Niagara’ X self (a simple iris with the most beautiful foliage, has long
bloom time with 5–7 blooms per stem)
•
‘Satozakura’ X self (large, 3 fall pink, from Japan’s Kamo Nurseries)
•
‘Night Angel’ X ‘Frosted Intrigue’ (One of Chad’s best crosses; throws a very
wide variety of colour and patterns)
[For your research, seedlings from this cross that Chad has registered are:
‘Columbia Crest’, ‘Colombia Deep Water’, ‘Dalle Whitewater’, ‘Koto Harp Strings’,
‘Mulberry Halos’, ‘Sanded Treasure’, plus two yet to be named.]
Laevigata:
•
‘Violet Constellation’ X self
•
‘Lakeside Ghost’ X self (- see right)
•
‘Blue Rivulet’ X self
•
‘June Lake’ X self

Setosa:
•
‘Aaron’s Blue’ X self
17
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Margin
Call

Black
Mirror

Jim Geditz, USA:
Tall bearded irises:
•
16-74-A (‘Loosen Up’ x ‘Haunted Heart’) X 16-11-B
(‘Reckless Abandon’ x ‘Treasure Trader’)
•
15-48-A X 15-48-B (‘Pewter Gold’ x ‘Haunted Heart’)
•
18-27-A (‘Hello Beautiful’ x ‘Beauty Becomes Her’) X
‘Color Shift’
•
16-13-E (‘Sings in Harmony’ X 16-74-A (‘Loosen Up’ x
‘Haunted Heart’))
•
‘Della Jean’ X ‘High Desert’
•
‘Della Jean’ X ‘Margin Call’
•
‘Black Mirror’ X 18-24-A (‘Iconic’ x 14-11-6 (‘Mayan
Mysteries’ x ‘Decadence’)
•
‘Swedish Lullaby’ X ‘Decadence’
•
‘High Desert’ X ‘Flash Mob’
•
‘Rare View’ X ‘Margin Call’
(Because these seeds are from USA, we are not able to
reproduce all photos in our Bulletin. It is suggested that you
go on the American Iris Society Wiki and look at the photos
there to help make your choice.
At Convention there will be a slideshow during the Auction.)

Haunted
Heart

Della
Jean

Mary Barrell: Mixed Pacific Coast seeds
There will also be plants available at some of the gardens we
visit during Convention. Some of which are: Tall bearded iris
‘Snow Shoes’, ‘Broad Shoulders’, ‘Private Treasure’, ‘Skating
Party’. Plus a collection of potted Siberians as well.

Rare
View

Broad
Shoulders
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Private
Treasure

NZIS National Convention 2021
Programme
12 – 15 November 2021
Friday 12 November
Registration in the Oak Room, RSA Greerton from
4:30pm – 6pm
Dinner is available (smorgasbord $35 approx.) in the
RSA restaurant for those who would like to dine
afterwards – bookings essential.
Saturday 13 November
Departure from RSA carpark will be 8:30am – visiting two amazing Tauranga gardens
then on to Bev Cain’s large garden in Te Puna finishing at Keith and Christina
Braybrook’s garden in Pyes Pa. There will be garden judging organised here for those
who wish to participate.
Morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea will be provided.
Sunday 14 November
In-house day in Oak Room RSA Greerton.
Annual General Meeting will commence at 9a.m. followed by Slide Presentation, Show,
Seed Auction, Book Sales, Judges’ Meeting, Judge’s Exam, etc. The exact timing of these
events will be in your registration goody bags.
All meals will be provided on this day including dinner in the evening.
Monday 15 November
Departure will be at 9:00am from RSA carpark to visit Palmer’s, Bethlehem.
Morning tea will be at Palmer’s, Bethlehem at members’ own expense.
We will then visit Bill Dijk’s garden then on to a nursery near Katikati.
Lunch will be provided and it is scheduled to finish at 1:30pm. allowing time for those
who wish to visit other places.
Below left: Iris sibirica ‘Silver Edge’. Below right: Iris sibirica ‘Ruffles and Flourishes’.
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New Zealand Iris Society
National Convention 2021
Registration Form
Friday 12 to Monday 15 November 2021
Venue: Tauranga RSA,
1237 Cameron Road, Greerton, Tauranga

Name(s) ………………………………………………………………………………...………………………….
Name(s) on tag(s) ……………………………………………………………...……………………………...
Address ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
…………………………………………………………………………………………….…… Postcode…………

Phone…………………………………… Email: ……………………………………………….………………..
NZ Iris Group ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Do you wish to:
•
attend the Judges’ Training Workshop?
•
sit the Judge’s exam?
•
have your name and address included in the Guest List?

Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

Do you have special dietary requirements? ………………………………………………………….
Registration fee for Friday to Monday: $150.00 per person
Registration fee includes: Dinner Sunday night (drinks available at your cost).
Lunches each day. Morning/afternoon teas on Saturday and Sunday only. Monday:
morning tea at your cost.
Please register by 20 September 2021 and forward the completed form to the
Registrar: Cris Savage, 601 Pukehina Parade, RD 9, Te Puke 3189 or
Email to spreckles10@yahoo.co.nz

Internet Banking:
Westpac A/c No: 03 0435 0457755 00 NZ Iris Society Bay of Plenty
**Please include your name in the Reference. No cheques please**
A late fee of $30.00 will apply after 21 September till 20 October 2021.
No registrations will be accepted after this date.
Accommodation:
Cameron Thermal Motel (next door to RSA) Ph: 07 578 2859. Please book early due
to limited accommodation.
Academy Motor Inn (approx. 5km away) Ph: 07 578 9103
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Planning your Hybridising Goals
You have read about hybridising and growing irises
from seed in previous pages, now it is time to reflect on
your hybridising goals before you set out into the iris
garden with your pollinating tweezers.
According to Benita Green Lee, the iris world is
“obsessed with the unique”. Lee states that: “In the
world of modern bearded iris hybridizers, there are
Above: Barry Blyth seedling Z21-2 stars, and they have their groupies. You wouldn't guess
(‘Flutes Alfresco’ X ‘Drama Queen’)
from talking with them: some work in a backyard
a variegata plicata.
garden, others on their 50 acres of business, as they
are generally humble and very laid back. But in catalogs specializing in irises, their
names appear over and over again: Keppel, Johnson, Black, Schreiner, Blyth, Ghio,
Cayeux, Sutton, and Van Liere, among many others. For lovers of the modern bearded iris, the latest creations of these hybridizers make them dream of the next
spring. Impatient, hybridizers and their fans are already vibrating for the coming
blooms and for the endless combinations of colours and patterns with which the
irises will fill them with surprises and pleasure.”
So basically, what a hybridiser is aiming for is an unusual colour combination in a
flower (- see the photo below of an Anton Mego seedling), but also with the modern
standards of branching, shape, substance and multiplication of the rhizomes.
Keith Keppel has won five Dykes Medals, the highest honour bestowed on iris
creators by the American Iris Society, but he considers what he does as "a
hobby". Although the breeding of irises was not Keppel’s main occupation, he has
dedicated his life to making iris crosses "that no one else has ever seen".
“It's like gambling,” he says. “A real addiction. As each plant might be different, we
are excited about what will happen next spring: are you going to get something that
is really exciting and different and of good quality”?
However, you might feel that the act of hybridising is not for you and buying seed
from the Convention Auction that iris experts have created is more appealing. Why
not revisit the list on pp. 17–18 and see if there is something tempting there?
Mid-America Garden's Thomas Johnson recalls going to a field of irises on a trip to
New Zealand’s National Convention where the owner of the land cultivated several
Johnson hybrids. "It was pretty cool to be on the
other side of the world and see that something
that you created is in their gardens."
What are the newer trends?
New trends are emerging in the hybridisation of
tall bearded and other forms of irises: bicolours
and even
Right: Anton Mego’s space age
tricolours
pompon seedling 11-4288-14
sporting vivid tangerine beards.
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with juxtapositions of new colours, increasingly complex plicatas, and deep, fluted
ruffling. Some trends are:


Petal borders are a strong focus for today’s hybridiser while others focus more
and more on creating wide falls with edges in two colours.

Another trend is umbrata coloured infusions where
the colour on the petals ‘drools’, spreading widely over the
sepals. The umbrata gene determines the partial or total
reduction of colours on the petals and the margins of the
sepals. The coloured border can be quite fine or very wide.
Left: Keith Keppel has
created a rich purple
and buff colouration
his variegata umbrata
seedling (09-51A-02).


Modern
luminatas
are
Above and below: Mike Sutton
enriched
with
new
(USA) has created different
colours
and
details
colouration on his variegata
(see far below).
umbrata seedling (above) and

Many hybridpretty pink-top below.
isers are fond of irises with the distillata characteristic.

Amoenas become more complex by incorporating
plicata or distillata patterns or space age appendages.

Spaceagers have beards that eventuate in large
horns, spoons, flounces or pompons. What about the one
seen right which is a
space age luminata with
deep flounces, ruffling
and speckling.
Could one of your hybridising goals be trying to
create a second sepal
thus creating a double?
Below left: Mike Sutton (USA) has created upright beards on this luminata spaceager. Below
centre: Keith Keppel’s 15 09-129B luminata sdlg. Below right: Keppel (15 05-69C) luminata sdlg.
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Introducing Our New NZIS Nomenclature Registrar,
Lyn Chappell
I have been growing tall bearded iris for approximately 12–13 years.
After seeing the beautiful range overseas and not being able to buy
them here in NZ, I decided around nine years ago to try my hand at
hybridising. After a couple of false starts, I finally succeeded in producing
something!
I have now been hybridising since 2011 and one of my aims is to extend the
flowering season of TB irises in NZ while improving on shape and form. I have since
registered a number of early and very early flowering plants and now I’m turning my
focus to breeding late flowering plants – I pretty well have to with most of my flowers
finishing in mid-bloom season! I am looking forward to seeing some unique and
beautiful flowers being bred from overseas seed by a pool of dedicated iris lovers
here, and hopefully becoming available soon to iris gardeners everywhere in NZ.

Thinking of Exhibiting Your Irises on the Showbench?
Here are some quick guidelines:
You need to transport your stalks to the Show without damage. Put masking tape
across a tall bucket (that is quarter full of water) in a crisscross pattern leaving holes
large enough for the iris stalks to be slid down between them. A good idea is to also
put some liquid fertiliser or florist crystals into the water first so that the irises take
up some of the goodness and last longer. Place the stalks in the bucket as you cut
them and so that they do not rub against one another. Later, place the
bucket in a protected and shady location (such as a garage, laundry or shed).

e

Cutting the iris stalks before the plump buds fully open prevents potential damage
from strong winds and sun fade. It enables the slowing down of opening and the
selection of better stalks. The best time to do this is early in the morning or late
evening. If cutting the day before the Show, then buds that are close to opening are
best.





Cut the stalk as long as possible and with a flat end so that it will sit level in
the bucket getting to the show and later in the vase on the showbench. You
can always cut off more later if preferred.
Handle the stalks and foliage as little as possible to prevent removing the
TB ‘Henry Shaw’
powdery ‘bloom’ on them.
Put a paper swing tag (available from a craft section) with the name of the
variety onto your stalk.
Carefully put wedges of Styrofoam (cut into 2–3cm cubes) where a branch
meets the stalk to help force it out so that the bloom will be displayed without
touching other blooms on the same stalk. Dry newspaper might do, but it can
‘ease’ and not force the branch outwards.
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TB ‘Designer Label’

Transportation to the Show:
Carefully place your bucket on the floor of your car
behind the passenger seat. If you have more, then
use the passenger floor well and to keep it steady,
use some kind of packing (e.g., cushion, blanket).
If you are taking blooms or smaller stalks, You might
even construct a device (- see right) where you place
the board into your boot so that the little plastic
vases sit level. Use little swivel catches (as used on
flyscreens) to hold the vase onto the board.
Presentation of your exhibit is absolutely paramount! Your careful grooming and
finishing touches will give your specimen the best possible opportunity.
Stalk: The stalk height needs to be in proportion to the type of iris. Use your sense of
proportion to cut the stalk to the best height.
Foliage: Remove and trim away any diseased or damaged foliage. Use sharp, small
scissors and not blunt or large scissors for this task. Be very careful to follow the
natural contour or curve of the leaf (and do not just cut a straight line!). Ragged
edges and heavy cutting are unacceptable. Tidy away any spiderwebs on blooms
and leaves.
Flower: If an old flower has been removed, ensure that the none of the old stem can
be seen.
Cleanliness: The stalk, flowers and buds should be clean with no dirt, dust or spray
residue. Avoid spraying your flowers with water as the blooms can easily be marked.
(This might be fine for other forms of flowers, but not irises.)
Insects: The presence of one or two aphids is no cause for alarm, but it is best to
search for any and remove them as many judges will deduct points for that. Careful
inspection and removal with a cotton bud is advised.
Positioning in the container:

Half fill your container/vase with water. Too full and the newspaper wedge will
soften and let the stalk sag.

Your stalk needs to be perfectly vertical. Cut the base of the stalk flat to
ensure that it sits upright in the vase. A sloped cut might help the stalk drink,
but it will be far more difficult to keep upright.

Ensure that the bottom branch is clearly above the top (or lip) of the container.

Wedge the stalk firmly into the container with newspaper, but for visual
appeal, keep the paper no higher than the lip.

Label your exhibit according to the Show Schedule.

Remember to remove the name label and any Styrofoam wedges in the
branches before judging.
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Mid North Iris Group Celebrates
25 Years
On June 14, the weather gods did not bless our
25th Birthday Event. We awoke to driving rain
and our chosen venue at Parua Bay, Whangarei Heads proved to be less spectacular in such
gloomy weather.
Twenty-three members travelled the scenic
coastal route to arrive at Kauri Villas, a
function centre situated high above the coastline, where we admired the panoramic views and the 19th
century villa. Soon we all took advantage of the chance to
explore the beautifully restored villa before assembling in
the separate ‘party room’ to mix and mingle before our
lunch was served.

Above and below: Noelene Hillier (left)
with her photo memory board.

Noeline Hillier had prepared a photo board of past
occasions and, of course, this created much interest and
sharing of anecdotes (- see left).
At the beginning of our luncheon, Convenor, Lyn Parker, presented a floral
spray to our longest-serving member,
Maureen Young, who has contributed
so much to our Group (- below right).
Our luncheon concluded with the cutting of the iris-themed cake (- see
right and below left) created by Minnie
Hingston (nee Whitehead), our senior
member and passionate plant
propagator.
by Kay Hurley
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Keeping Our Profile in Front of the Public
by Carole Flyger, Palmerston North
The Rangitikei Iris Group commits itself each year to run an Iris
Show. The time needed to plan the event each year often brings
new challenges.
Firstly, the hall needs to be booked. Contacting the Booking
Officer with a date can only be done once the date of Convention is
known. All members are needed to pitch in the setting up and running of
the
Show and the judge also needs to be available for the weekend. Once a judge has been
confirmed, members spend time potting irises for selling at the Sales Table.
From August onward, advertising the event starts to ramp up. A distinctive flyer is
produced and copies left in public places such as garden centres and local shops. Postings on Facebook in 2020 seemed to have attracted some younger members of the
public. The local radio station has a community news spot and mentioned the event in
the weeks prior to Show Day. Free advertising is also available in the New Zealand
Gardener and Get Growing so long as they receive notification at least ten weeks prior.
The day before the Show involves setting up all the show tables and bringing in the
plants to go onto the much sought-after Sales Table. Then all the entries need to be
staged using vases hired from the Palmerston North Horticultural Society which are very
conveniently stored at the venue. To make life easier for the for all, a meal of fish and
chips is supplied to make the best use of time that is available. Entries are all finalised
by about 9p.m.
The next morning from 7a.m., judging begins and it is all hands-on deck by 9a.m. to put
out the signage and get everything ready for the raffles and Sales Table. One of the
reliable sellers on the Table is low nitrogen fertilizer that is ideal for the irises, N:P:K or
7:13:15. By 10a.m., it is time to open the doors to the public who are patiently (or not)
waiting outside. The members who help on the day work tirelessly to achieve a good
outcome for the day and it is a relief when 4p.m. arrives and it is ‘all go’ to pack up.
Surprisingly, it only takes one hour to pack up, sweep the hall, dispose of the flowers
(many are taken by the public still around) and leave everything as we found it 27 hours
earlier.
The Show this year is on 6 November at the Leisure Centre from 10a.m. to 4p.m.

A new direction
This year we have also decided to hold an Iris Information Day on
4 September and is again going to be held at the Leisure Centre,
569 Ferguson Street, Palmerston North. There is a charge of
$5 to cover a light lunch which will be provided.
The day will start at 10a.m. with a cup of tea and time to
meet other interested members. This will be followed by
talks on iris care, explanation of the different bearded irises and the criteria they fit into, growing of Iris ensata, and
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an insight into some species irises. There is also a Sales
Table with several species irises and there will be a talk on
what is on the table, just to whet the public’s appetite.
On a slightly different tack, there will also be a talk on
Thalia plants. These grow in the air and we have an
acquaintance who has a great collection and is very
knowledgeable. He has got some very interesting examples
and I am pleased to say that there will be one variety on the
Sales Table.
We are looking forward to picking up interesting snippets of information and meeting some keen gardeners.

Arilpums are Here!
by Tom L. Waters, Scientist at Los Alamos
National Laboratory, New Mexico, USA
Arilpums are hybrids between pure arils and the dwarf bearded
species Iris pumila (- see left). When a tetraploid aril is used as
the aril parent, theory predicts that the arilpum seedlings will be
fully fertile amphidiploids. Historically, most arilbred dwarfs and
medians have been produced by using arilbreds, diploid arils
and SDBs in various combinations, and the result has been
infertile offspring, making it impossible to line-breed the smaller
arilbreds to refine them and extend their potential. Now we have
Above: Iris pumila. the potential of ushering in a whole new "fertile family" of
miniature arilbreds.
Below: ’Aladdin’s Gem’.
Arilpums are the way out of that difficulty. However, only a few
have been registered and introduced: 'Barbarella' (Mathes,
1991), 'Aladdin's Gem' (Thoolen, 2002 — see right), and 'Topaz
Talisman' (Jensen, 2015).
Although producing fertile pollen, arilpums so far have shown
little or no pod fertility, a disappointing setback.
Last spring, I had some luck with the two arilpum seedlings
that I bloomed, Q025-01 ('Merlin's Magic' X Armenian pumila
seedling), and Q053-01 ('Tadzhiki Bandit' X 'Sudden Butterflies'). Both produced seeds for me, as did a seedling of
George Hildenbrandt's, GH-11-4-2 ('Dunshanbe' X 'Hidden
Dragon'). So it seemed there was hope after all for creating a
line of fertile arilpums!
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Last spring, I bloomed two arilpum seedlings, both prolific
two-year-old clumps covered in bloom. The first (- see left),
Q025-01 ('Merlin's Magic' (a selection of Iris stolonifera) X
P002-05, a pumila seedling of Armenian origin), has a
dainty Regelia look and some nice veining.
The second seedling, Q053-01
('Tadzhiki Bandit' X 'Sudden Butterflies' – see right) is larger and
huskier, with flowers reminiscent
of tall arilbreds with Regelia
ancestry, such as 'Stars Over
Chicago' or 'Saffron Charm'.

Above: Waters Q025-01.
Below: George
Hildenbrandt’s GH-11-4-2. I also had good bloom on an arilpum seedling (at left) from George
Hildenbrandt, GH-11-4-2 (from
'Dunshanbe' X 'Hidden Dragon').
This is a charming dark arilpum
with nice aril-like flower form.

The remarkable thing is that all
three of these seedlings produced seed for me this year
when crossed with other arilpums. Earlier hybridizers working with arilpums found them to be infertile as pod parents.
That is clearly (and thankfully!) not a general rule!
Here are my successful arilpum x arilpum crosses this year:
•
Q053-01 X ’Aladdin's Gem’ gave 38 seeds
•
Q025-01 X Q053-01 gave 9 seeds
•
GH-11-4-2 X Q053-01 gave 23 seeds
e
•
GH-11-4-2 X ‘Aladdin's Gem’ gave 3 seeds.
These are not huge seed yields, but they are certainly
adequate for continued breeding. I am quite optimistic that a number of the secondgeneration seedlings from these crosses will be fully fertile, and it will be possible to
line breed arilpums without having to constantly go back to the difficult aril X pumila
initial cross. This will also open up arilpum breeding for
hybridizers who live in areas where either arils or pumila
are difficult to grow.
This spring reinforced my optimism, and also gave a
preview of the great variety of color, pattern and form that
is possible with arilpums.
Earliest to bloom were seedlings from cross Q068
('Dunshanbe' X 'Wild Whispers'). I had over a dozen of
these, mostly dark violet selfs with some aril look but without much distinctiveness.
Right: Waters Q066-08.
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TB ‘Designer Label’

TB ‘Henry Shaw’

Two stood out, however. Q068-04 has massive caterpillar
beards (— see photo below left). Not exactly beautiful, but
certainly memorable.
Q068-09 (- see right) is the best of
the lot with a clean oncocyclus
shape and elegant look.
Right: Waters Q068-09.

Above: Waters Q068-14.
Below: Waters Q068-04,
with "monster beards".

The second cross to bloom was
really exciting: Q066 ('Tadzhiki
Bandit' X Caucasus pumila seedling) - see below. These were much
smaller and more varied than the
'Dunshanbe' seedlings, showing
many exciting colors and patterns.
I've kept almost everything from this
cross for further evaluation.

Above centre: Waters Q066-02. Above right: Waters Q066-06.
There was another from
cross Q053, looking almost the same as its sibling that
bloomed last year. I also had a few seedlings from cross Q070
('Vera' X 'Royal Wonder'), one of which was deemed worthy of
a closer look.
Right: Waters Q070-01.
I made a number of crosses with this year's arilpums, but was
not very systematic or thorough about it. Seeds have not been
harvested yet, so it is premature to say much about their pod
fertility. But there are pods, even some bee pods, so I am
optimistic. It's been about ten years work to get to this point,
but at last I have a small cadre of arilpum seedlings to work
with, and the future looks very promising.
(Reprinted with permission from the AIS blog ‘World of Irises’.)
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Sincere Thanks to Lynette and Merv Stockley
The Mid North Iris Group of NZIS, will be taking over the Seed Pool from Lyn Stockley
who has now resigned. Lyn has done an exceptional job as Seed Pool Director with
her longstanding commitment and dedication over the past 25 years and we wish to
convey huge thanks to her and to Merv, who has been very supportive.
We hope to continue her work competently and keep the Seed Pool, a valuable
asset for NZIS, safe and a benefit to all in the future.
Lyn Parker for the Mid North Iris Group

Are you Allowed Favourites?
by Carole Flyger
How do you define a favourite plant? Is it that you like flowers? These can cover such a
wide range of variations from shrubs, climbers, roses, dahlias, perennials – the list is
endless. On the other hand, if you choose irises as being your chosen one, this then still
leaves such a huge variety, including intriguing species that are not available in New
Zealand. How often do we have a passion for something that is difficult to get or grow?
Often it can be persistence that will finally result in successfully finding and cultivating
something that is out of the ordinary.
When it comes to irises, tall beardeds are often the blooms that get us hooked. Such a
huge range that is readily available making it a challenge to select one from the other. I
am often asked which is my favourite cultivar (or even colour) and am unbale to answer.
As each bloom opens, I see all the characteristics that I like for that cultivar and enjoy its
charm while it lasts. But alas, tall bearded irises are not my favourite.
If I have to choose the species that takes my fancy, it would have to be the Pacific Coast
irises. There is no way that I could isolate one cultivar over another – they all charm me.
The June Bulletin (214) featuring Pacific Coast irises illustrates why I covet these special
gems.
Why is it that this species has won my heart? They are not widely known. Those who
have come across them tend to be taken with their intricate patterning and colours.
When I first joined our iris Group, one member was extolling their beauty, yet I could not
visualise what he was talking about. After searching for them on the computer, I could
see why he was so enthusiastic about them. The first problem: where could you buy
them? Luckily, they set seed readily and were available from the Seed Pool. Generally,
they germinate readily. Once sown, apart from watering, the seeds are best left alone for
several months in a lightly shaded area. To see the new shoots poking through the soil is
very rewarding. When looked at carefully, there are usually more germinated seeds than
originally sighted. It is easier to see the seedlings by looking across the planting area,
with the soil at eye level than looking down from the top.
Last year I received an order from the Seed Pool of Mary Barrell’s seeds taken from
across her seedling patch. These were duly planted in a seed tray in February 2020 and
by April, there were twenty-one seedlings and at the end of July, fifty-one seedlings.
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These were duly planted out, or potted, in February this
year (- see photo right of a well-established seedling).
According to my records, there were still about another
ninety seeds in the tray, so it was left in an open position in
the garden. The tray was regularly checked and no new
growth was evident. Early July 2021, a few new seedlings
had sprouted (- see photo below) and by the end of July, I
think all the remaining seeds had germinated! There are
just too many to count accurately! I now have the enviable
position of having some Pacific Coast irises that may
flower this spring. Those that are not so desirable in colour, shape or patterning will
be replaced by the seedlings that germinated a year later. In the meantime, an area
needed for planting out these new seeds will have to be found.
If you have a small garden area that needs filling in, then Pacific Coast iris may fit
the bill. They do not need as a large an area to grow as tall bearded irises and will
give a lot of pleasure with little attention. The most pressing
requirement is to provide water in
the summer. As a bonus, the plant
may set seeds that can then be
sown to increase the variety in the
garden.

Archives Report
I have only managed to get a few of the files done, mainly due to poor health, breaking an ankle after lockdown and now trying to catch up again. As part of this process,
I have set up a separate Gmail account, firstly for emails to come to and also for the
purpose of holding the files in a place that can be accessed by members of the
Society. It is my plan to try to have all files currently held by me recorded and available electronically to the membership. Maggie Asplet

Bulletin Editor Report
I am especially grateful to all those who have contributed to our Bulletins to make
them a valuable resource. I think that we’ve had some fine articles again this year
covering a wide range of iris forms as well as some lovely photos. Having input from
international irisarians has provided considerable variety for our members.
However, I encourage all NZIS members to write and share their iris cultivation exper
-iences, knowledge or photos for the Bulletin. Just a paragraph or two would be most
welcome. It would be marvellous if every Group would send a brief report of a
special event or special member during the year, please. I am pleased that some
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NZIS members contribute so willingly. Society members find it most informative and
interesting to garner ideas for cultivating and exhibiting irises as well as learning from
others’ experiences with irises from overseas. Bernard Pryor OAM

Dykes/Jean Stevens Test Garden
Currently 3 TBs, 1 Spuria and 1 Siberian are being tested in gardens in Invercargill,
Palmerston North and Gisborne. The very dry summer and now very wet winter have
been a challenge in the north. Two of the TBs will receive their first judging this coming
season. Kate McLachlan

Facebook Report

All I can say is ‘Wow!’ 910 members now. I think that now we have the electronic
membership working. It is time to try to convert many of these people to be paid-up
members of the Society. Many are, but as you can tell by that number, many more are
not.
The second Facebook page, Irises in NZ – Buy, Sell or Exchange is only for NZ members
so that no confusion can arise from plants that aren’t available here. This has been
opened up to our commercial members as well as a place to advertise their plants and
specials to our NZ public. Again, not all are members of the Society. This group has 277
members. Maggie Asplet

Library Report

As I have not had a lot of contact from the holders of the suitcases, I assume that they
are all still happily reading the books. With Convention coming up in November, there
will be an opportunity for library case swaps and I will be contacting the holders to get
this arranged.
We have two books that seem to have gotten lost from one suitcase. Can ALL members
please look out for these and immediately let me know if they have them, so that I can
arrange to get them back into the case? They are ‘Irises’ by Gwendolyn Anley and ‘The
Iris’ by Brian Mathew. Lynda Crossen

Robins Report
The Robins are on hold at the moment until the Committee sorts out an effective way to
for it to work online. The Iridaceae Robin is also now missing as are the Tall Bearded
and Species. I have the Median and Dwarf and I hope by the time we meet in Tauranga
at the AGM, that I will have some answers for you. It will definitely be up for discussion.
Marilyn Fleming, NZIS President

Seed Pool Report
As I have resigned from my position as Seed Pool Director of the NZIS, this will be my
final report.
I was appointed to this role at the Taranaki Convention in November 1996 when the
Seed Pool was listed in both the March and June Bulletins. Seed was 20 cents per
packet to cover postage and packing with a limit of 60 packets of seed per year. A
planting guide was available on request.
pallida
in Dunedin
The first year in office I Iris
sent
out
over 700 packets of seed. Letters and cards I received
Botanic Gardens
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during those years from members either ordering or donating seed helped me build up
friendships which made the job more friendly and personal.
Seed is exchanged with the British Iris Society and the Species Iris Group of North
America (SIGNA). Foreign seed sent to America (SIGNA) must have an Import Permit
and is subject to inspection by the USDA. Exchange with the British Iris Society has
been less problematic.
The Seed Pool has evolved since its humble beginnings in 1949 when seed was free.
Members were asked to send stamps to the NZIS Secretary to cover postage and
packing and there was no limit on the number of packets.
Over the years, seed trends have varied, and depended on the availability of the
species/hybrids donated to the list. Past popular methods of payment for seed were
cheques and coins taped to cardboard. We have now moved on to payment by internet
banking.
Many thanks to members who have supported the Seed Pool during my time as
Director. The future of the NZIS Seed Pool will rely on the members’ continued
support.
Lynette Stockley

Slide Library Report
There has been minimal interest in the slide
library. The contents of the library will go on
the website and in the Bulletin.
I have noticed that some of the DVD
photos have faded terribly, so I want a new
set of the reticulata discs. If anyone has
good named photos of reticulata irises growing, could you please send them to me for
consideration?
We must thank Judith Neilson for
generously donating a set of DVDs by Prof
Maria Colasante. These will be catalogued
shortly so they can be accessed.
Librarian Marilyn Rathgen, 350 Claremont
Rd, R.D.4, Timaru 7974
Phone 03 686 1952
Email mjrathgen@xtra.co.nz
All items borrowed from the slide library will
be posted Track & Trace and are to be
returned the same way. The cost is at the
borrower’s expense.
Marilyn Rathgen, Librarian
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Obituary: Claire Patten (1932 – 2021)
by Emma O'Connell, Mairehau, Christchurch
It was as a child that Claire Patten became interested in
irises. Born in Dunedin in 1932, both Claire’s parents kept
gardens: her mother flowers and her father vegetables.
In 1950 the family moved to Christchurch. Claire recalls
travelling to the suburb of Papanui to marvel over the iris
garden kept there by PG Moore. It was there that Claire fell
in love with Iris tectorum.

Claire married in 1957 and lived in and around the Christchurch area. Over time Claire and her husband had four
children. It was in Belfast that Claire gathered some irises
to start her own garden. Then life changed, as Claire’s
husband unexpectedly became blind. In order to raise
money to build a home for themselves, Claire’s gardening hobby became the family’s
income.
For 25 years, Claire grew and sold irises, unusual bulbs, perennials, alpine and rock
plants. In 1995 Claire had both hips replaced, and sadly her husband passed away the
same year.
Claire led an active life, being mother, wife, teacher and keen gardener. Claire joined the
Christchurch Iris Group in 1984 and was involved in Conventions, Safaris, and iris
shows.
Claire spent 15 years as Secretary for the Christchurch Iris Group and was a delegate
until 2000 for the NZ Iris Society. In 2018 she was
made a Life Member of the Christchurch Iris Group.
Claire always had irises blooming in her garden. Iris
unguicularis surrounded the house from late
February through to September. In September, the
miniature dwarf iris began to bloom, followed by
standard dwarf and Pacific Coast irises in October.
In November, the tall bearded appeared, with Iris
ensata in December.

Claire hybridised Pacific Coast irises for many years
and in 2005 registered the beautiful ‘Berendean
Twilight’ (- see right).
Above: Pacific Coast iris ‘Berendean Twilight’. S. pale pansy-violet, purple stripe
shading to blue from base to half height; slightly frilly; style arms pale pansy-violet;
F. pale pansy-violet and dark pansy-violet, darker striping and darker feathered halo
around signal, faint yellow stripe from signal to small blue flash at centre edge of halo;
small yellow signal. Parentage unknown; seed from Dora Sparrow.
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Director
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Spurias Director Lynette Stockley 45 Winroy Grove,
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Tall Bearded
Director
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TWYFORD IRISES
Tall Bearded Irises
600+ varieties available

https://twyfordirisesnz.com
438 Twyford Road, Hastings 4175
06 879 7647 or 021 135 2589

Tall Bearded Irises
Graeme and Carole Flyger
5 Cohen Place, Palmerston North 4414
Ph (06) 357 3424 or 027 346 2367
Email: gracar1@slingshot.co.nz
www.cottageirises.co.nz
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Glanavon Iris Patch
Potted or Bare-rooted Bearded Irises
400+ varieties available

Wendy Davies

4 Brown Road, Waerenga-a-hika
glanavon_iris_patch@xtra.co.nz Ph evenings (06) 862 5860

Gisborne 4071

Colour catalogue available: $7.00 including postage. No cheques, please.

Sunrise Orchard and Irises
Bearded Irises – Tall, Intermediate, Border, Dwarf and Miniature Dwarf

Maggie Asplet
1286 Matawai Road, R.D.1, Gisborne 4071
Phone: (06) 862 5046 or 021 1712 509

Email: maggieasplet@ihug.co.nz

www.sunriseorchard.co.nz

Amazing Iris Garden
Specialist Iris Nursery
Nursery: 122 Walford Rd, Katikati
www.irisgarden.co.nz
Cell: 027-677-2294

Postal: PO Box 392, Katikati
Email: wendy@irisgarden.co.nz
A/hrs.: 07-549-2429

Display garden open October to December. Colour mail order catalogue $7.00

LIMAVADY IRISES Mail order nursery
SPECIALISING IN DWARF AND INTERMEDIATE BEARDED IRIses
4 Balmoral Street, Oamaru North 9400
Phone 03 437 2529
Email: ams.limavady@xtra.co.nz
Please email for list or send 2 x 70c stamps for a hard copy.

MEADOWLAND IRISES
for Tall and Median Bearded Irises
Cris Savage, 601 Pukehina Parade, RD 9, Te Puke 3189
Phone: 027 325 5246
Email: meadowland.irises@yahoo.co.nz
Website: www.meadowlandirises.co.nz
Visitors welcome Oct–Dec. Please phone/email first.
37
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Membership Information
Annual Subscriptions are due on 1 July each year.
Full membership

$30

Overseas membership

$40

Family member

+$5

Overseas family member

+$5

Student member

$5

Overseas membership 3 years

$100

Half year membership

$20

Overseas family 3 years

$115

We would prefer that as many members as possible go through the website
(www.nziris.org.nz) to pay their subscription as this will enable you to access the
website members’ area promptly.
Please, can those members who don’t have access to the above pay their Group
Treasurer. The Group Treasurer will then send that member’s details on to the NZIS
Treasurer. All changes of address go directly to the NZIS Treasurer, please.
Family members receive all the privileges and benefits of the Society, except that
each family receives only ONE Bulletin.
E-members will obtain their Bulletin on the website; they have no voting rights but do
have access to the Seed Pool if they are resident in New Zealand.
New members joining after 1 January in any year need pay only $20 (or Family rate
$25) to 30 June, thereafter full subscription rates will apply.
Non-financial members will not receive Bulletins.
Items for sale:
CD Registered NZ-Bred Irises

$15

NZIS Checklists (2009 update)

$12

NZIS judging handbook

$15

NZIS badge

$5

Jean Stevens Chronicles

$30

Iris Culture in New Zealand by Hilmary Catton

$5

Back numbers of the Bulletin available – nos. 136–138, 141, 143–154, 156–
161, 163–179, 181–189, 191, 195–202
Each @
Index to Bulletins 1–140
Prices are inclusive of postage and handling within NZ. Please send orders to the
Treasurer (- see contact details on p. 4).

$2
$3

NZIS Bulletin advertising rates:
Full page colour per issue
Half page colour per issue

$180
$90

Full page black/white per issue
$150
Half page black/white per issue
$75
1/5 page black/white per issue
$20
Until alternative advice is received, existing advertisements will continue to be published,
although not necessarily in the same position.

Deadlines for Bulletin content: March Bulletin: 20 January 2022
June Bulletin: 20 April 2022; September Bulletin: 20 July 2022
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Groups Contact Information
Mid North Meetings held on the 3rd Monday of each month: Secretary Annette Sicely,
331 Brown Rd, RD 22, Kaiwaka 0573 email: djprankerd@xtra.co.nz Ph. [09] 431 2852.
Auckland Meetings usually held on the fourth Sunday of each month:
Secretary Dianne De Blois, 14 Poinsettia Place, Henderson, Auckland 0610
Ph. [09] 838 6492. Email: dianned@actrix.co.nz
Bay of Plenty Meetings held on the last Sunday of each month: Secretary Christina
Braybrook, 497E Joyce Road, RD3, Tauranga 3173 Ph. [07] 543 1128 or 021 243 1128.
Email: bllvue@xtra.co.nz
Gisborne Secretary/Treasurer Maggie Asplet, 1286 Matawai Rd, RD1 Gisborne 4071
Ph. 021 1712 509. Email: maggieasplet@gmail.com
Hawkes Bay Secretary Huib Selderbeek, 254 Mangatahi Rd, RD1 Hastings, 4171
Ph. [06] 874 9426. Email: nziris.hbsecretary@gmail.com
Nth. Taranaki Meetings held on the fourth Tuesday of each month:
Secretary Mrs Nyla Chubb, Erin Street, RD24, Stratford, Taranaki 4394
Rangitikei Meetings held on Tuesday evenings or Sunday afternoon mid-month:
Secretary Lindsay Davies, 115 Staces Road, RD1, Palmerston North 4471
Ph. [06] 357 0159. Email: gardiner.davies@xtra.co.nz
Waikato Meetings held on the first Wednesday of each month: Secretary Susan Chaytor,
85A Scott Street, Leamington, Cambridge 3432 Ph. [07] 827 8024
Email: suechaytor@kinect.co.nz
Wairarapa Meetings usually held every second Tuesday of each month:
Secretary Louise Kjestrup, 576 Te Whiti Road, RD4, Masterton 5884 Ph. [06] 377 0686.
Email: louisekjestrup@gmail.com
Wellington In recess.
Central Otago Spontaneous meetings. Contact: Cathy Robertson, 319 Earnscleugh Rd,
Alexandra 9391 Ph. [03] 449 3223. Email: steverobertson@xtra.co.nz
Christchurch Secretary Emma O'Connell 47 Riselaw Street, Mairehau, Christchurch
8013. Ph. [03] 3861922 or 0276 974 904. Email: elmmills@yahoo.com.au
Nelson Regular meetings and visits held throughout the year to suit local members.
Contact: Beth Conrad, C/- 5 Torlesse Street, Enner Glynn, Nelson 7011
Ph. 0220 483 322. Email: bethconrad.nz@gmail.com
Otago Meetings held on the second Saturday of the month, except for recess in January
and July. Acting Secretary Dr Robert Fisk, 13 Armadale St, Mosgiel 9024
Ph: [03] 552 3825. Email: robertwfisk@gmail.com
Website: www.groupspaces.com/otagoirisgroup
South Canterbury Meetings held on the first Wednesday of February to December.
Secretary Lynda Crossen, 109 Cairds Road, Southburn, 2 RD, Timaru 7972
Ph: [03] 686 4813. Email: crossen@xtra.co.nz
Southland Spontaneous meetings: Secretary Bev Lapham, PO Box 96, Mossburn 9747
Ph. [03] 248 6373. Email: laphams11@kinect.co.nz
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Top left: Iris sibirica ‘Pennywhistle’. Top right: Siberian iris grow happily in the same acidic
soil loved by rhododendrons. Below left: Dietes robinsoniana (or Lord Howe Island
Wedding Iris). Below right: Golden spurias are effective against a burgundy-toned berberis.
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